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https://1drv.ms/f/s!AvI7wzKf6QBjgSVgicaB52AMWrK2  QUESTION 71A network engineer is trying to deploy a PC on a

network. The engineer observes that when the PC is connected to the network, it takes 30 to 60 seconds for the PC to see any

activity on the network interface card. Which Layer 2 enhancement can be used to eliminate this delay? A.    Configure port duplex

and speed to auto negotiation.B.    Configure port to duplex full and speed 1000.C.    Configure spanning-tree portfast.D.   

Configure no switchport. Answer: C QUESTION 72Refer to the exhibit. All ports are members of VLAN 10. Considering the

default cost of upstream bridges to the root bridge is equal, which option will be the new root port for VLAN 10?  

  A.    interface f0/13B.    interface f0/14C.    interface f0/15D.    interface f0/21 Answer: D QUESTION 73A network engineer

configured an Ethernet switch using these commands.Switchone(config) # Spanning-tree portfast bpdufilter defaultWhich statement

about the spanning-tree portfast feature on the switch is true? A.    If an interface is enabled for portfast receives BDPU, the port

goes through the spanning-tree listening, learning, and forwarding states.B.    If an interface is enabled for portfast receives BDPU,

the port does not go through the spanning-tree listening, learning, and forwarding states.C.    If an interface is enabled for portfast

receives BDPU, the port is shut down immediately.D.    If an interface is enabled for portfast receives BDPU, the port goes into the

spanning- tree inconsistent state. Answer: A QUESTION 74Which statement describes what happens when a port configured with

root guard receives a superior BPDU? A.    The port goes into errdisabled state and stops forwarding traffic.B.    The port goes into

BPDU-inconsistent state and stops forwarding traffic.C.    The port goes into loop-inconsistent state and stops forwarding traffic.D.  

 The port goes into root-inconsistent state and stops forwarding traffic. Answer: D QUESTION 75Which option is a benefit of using

VSS? A.    reduces costB.    simplifies configurationC.    provides two independent supervisors with two different control planesD.   

removes the need for a First Hop Redundancy Protocol Answer: D QUESTION 76Which statement about restrictions for

multichassis LACP is true? A.    It is available only on a Cisco Catalyst 6500 Series chassis.B.    It does not support 1Gb links.C.   

Converting a port channel to mLACP can cause a service disruption.D.    It is not available in VSS. Answer: C QUESTION 77What

is the maximum number of 10 Gigabit Ethernet connections that can be utilized in an EtherChannel for the virtual switch link? A.   

4B.    6C.    8D.    12 Answer: C QUESTION 78Which statement describes what happens if all VSL connections between the virtual

switch members are lost? A.    Both virtual switch members cease to forward traffic.B.    The VSS transitions to the dual active

recovery mode, and both virtual switch members continue to forward traffic independently.C.    The virtual switch members reload.
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D.    The VSS transitions to the dual active recovery mode, and only the new active virtual switch continues to forward traffic.

Answer: D QUESTION 79Which statement describes what happens when a switch enters dual active recovery mode? A.    The

switch shuts down and waits for the VSL link to be restored before sending traffic.B.    All interfaces are shut down in the formerly

active virtual switch member, but the new active virtual switch forwards traffic on all links.C.    The switch continues to forward

traffic out all links and enables spanning tree on VSL link and all other links to prevent loops.D.    The VSS detects which system

was last in active state and shuts down the other switch. Answer: B QUESTION 80Which command globally enables AAA on a

device? A.    aaa new-modelB.    aaa authenticationC.    aaa authorizationD.    aaa accounting Answer: A  !!!RECOMMEND!!!  
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